
ADDENDUM 2 TO RFP #01-RFP-CNP-2021 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL: Kitchen Face Lift Equipment and Installation 

Due Date: Tuesday, March 9th, 2021 @ 4:00 PM CST 
 
 

ADDENDUM No. 2  - DATE: 03/2/2021 
 
To all Potential Vendors: 
 
This addendum is issued to provide Questions and Answers from Potential Vendors to 
assist in the preparation of the RFP Proposals. Please include this Addendum with your 
proposal. 
 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Question: 
Based on the General information on Line item #5, some schools require electrical/plumbing 
modification and connections. Will that be the responsibility of the District? Also based on same 
Line item #5, will the old equipment end location be at existing school or different location site? 
 

Answer: 
The vendor will be responsible for required electrical/plumbing. IDEA is looking for turn-key 
operations. The relocation of existing equipment will need to be relocated to 320 S Utah Ave #11, 
Weslaco, TX 78596 
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 Question: 
Venthood and walkin led light scope? Will we be swapping out existing light with new bulbs? Are 
you wanting a specific model bulb? Office layout please describe more details as to scope? 

 

Answer: 
IDEA is requesting the replacement of existing fixtures to new fixtures that provide LED strips with 
a minimum of 2000 lumens. 
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Question: 
Per deadlines below can an extension be requested per inclement weather and based on Districts  
response to question on electrical/plumbing responsibility. Vendor can contract an electrician / 
plumber to provide quotes on all electrical modification if required. 

 

Answer: 
Addendum 1 was issued on Monday March 1st, 2021 to address this request. 

 
 
General 
 

Question 1: 
At the following schools, IDEA San Benito, IDEA Weslaco, IDEA San Juan, IDEA Mission. Existing  
sinks for all campuses measures out overall 7’ 11” L/R, the RFP is requesting 9’ 5” L/R. All  
campuses have an existing wall that measures overall 8’ 1” L/R. Will the District be extending  
wall to cover the back of the sink or will sink RFP need to be adjusted to 7’ 11”? 

 

Answer 1: 
All RFP sinks need to be adjusted to 7’ 11” L/R. 

 
 

Question 2: 
Upon removing sinks there is an existing disposal at all campuses, who will be responsible for  
closing off electrical connections/exposed conduit? 

 

Answer 2: 
Vendor will be responsible for closing off electrical connections/exposed conduit. 

 
 

Question 3: 
For two-compartment sink, RFP is requesting a pre-rinse faucet and a backsplash faucet but  
the two-compartment is only requiring either or which will District decide to go with? 

 

Answer 3: 
IDEA is requesting a pre-rinse faucet with a backsplash to run the length of the two- 
compartment sink, please see illustration below. 



 
 
 

Question 4: 
Can we request a kitchen equipment layout for all equipment being replaced to eliminate any 
possible confusion on which equipment at all campuses are to be replaced? 

 

Answer 4: 
Make, Model, and Serial number will be provided on March 5th, 2021 by 5:00 PM CST indicating  
what equipment will need to be removed and or replaced. 

 
 

Question 5: 
If and when awarded what is the deadline/timeframe for all equipment to be delivered /  
installed? 

 

Answer 5: 
Equipment needs to be installed and be operational by no later than July 9th, 2021. 

 
 
 

 
END ADDENDUM 


